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Abstract:
Ceramics is one of the most important artistic handcrafts that were known for Arab Artists since Islam appeared to life. The main reason of this was the role that ceramics played in fulfilling the idea of Islamic civilization on different sides. One of the most important reasons that helped in demonstrating Islamic ceramics was the fact that the main idea of Islam is to be humble, forgiving and unsophisticated, all of this contradicted previous lives of Arabs which were full of entertainment and luxury, and expensive materials in daily life like gold and silver. For that reason, ceramic art was so popular for Arab Artists who were able to achieve marvelous results using new techniques on all levels. Alternatively, Islamic ceramics fulfilled different other sides of people’s daily needs either private or public, as Islamic Ceramists made tiles in different shapes, in order to use them in covering walls, in addition to cups, plates, bowls, vases, jugs, water bottles, and other vessels for different uses. And what was so obvious was that Islamic ceramics manufacturing was developed and has significantly improved since Islam entered new regions and countries, having very good reputation in making ceramics such as in Iran, Iraq, Egypt and El-Sham countries.
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